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SmartBones
All dogs have an inherent desire to chew, especially pup-

pies. Destructive chewing is often the result of a normal 
desire to chew and relieve boredom.  Pet chews are the 

perfect answer to this problem, and SmartBones offer 
nutrition and health benefits as well. SmartBones are 

fortified with vitamins and minerals to ensure dogs’ daily 
diets are nutritionally balanced when combined with 

eating dry kibble dog food.
www.smartbones.com
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FASHION - FUNcTION - TOYS - TREATS  . . . FOR  dOgS  &  dOg  LOVERSThe Perfect Dog Toy  
Made of 100% polyurethane, The Perfect Dog Toy will not hurt dogs if they happen to chew through 
it, which is virtually impossible. Because The Perfect Dog Toy does not contain any rubber or latex, the 
chewed pieces will just pass through. Perhaps the greatest part of The Perfect Dog Toy is the easy-to- 
clean design. One trip through the dishwasher or a quick rinse with soap and water will result in a toy 
that is as good as new. Fido can chew for hours without harming his health or making a disastrous mess. 
Ten color choices available. www.justduckyproducts.com

Hey, Paw-tender!
For years the battle of canine versus booties has been waged in 
living rooms, on street corners and in backyards.  Enter Power 
Paws, a sock-based solution whose fresh face is revitalizing the 
marketplace and strengthening the relationship between paws 
and floors. Most shoes for canines tend to be bulky, poorly fitted, 
and use buckles, belts or velcro to stay in place. Needless to say 
they end up on the floor rather than on their feet. With Power 
Paws. dogs quickly forget they have anything on, and are able to 
run and stop with confidence. Best of all Power Paws won’t scuff 
floors, and they keep nails from denting and scratching pricey 
hardwoods. Eight sizes available. www.woodrowwear.com
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